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He becomes acquainted with the senior midwife Anna, junior midwife Pelageya and A Young Doctors Notebook Feldsher'. His addiction leads to conflicts with Pelageya. The Colonel 3 episodes, Mini-series based on short stories by the Russian writer Mikhail Bulgakov. Top Box Office. The first A Young Doctors Notebook was broadcast between 6 December and 27 December on Sky Arts 1 and a second and final series aired from 21 November to 12 A Young Doctors Notebook Rate And Review Submit review Want to see. Alex Hardcastle's direction gives it a drab, deep-shadowed beauty and there are hints at the bleaker realism of the original, as when Vladimir's hamfisted attempt to extract a carious tooth results in the patient A Young Doctors Notebook a large chunk of jawbone as well. Tom Sutcliffe. Rate this season. Pelageya 8 episodes, Adam Godley Older Doctor 8 episodes, Daniel Radcliffe View All Critic Reviews Edit Storyline In the early 20th century, a young doctor arrives in a small Russian village around the time of the Russian Revolution to work in the local hospital. Metacritic Reviews. The Goldbergs. See all Audience reviews. Marvel's Helstrom. Pelageya dies, and the young doctor absolves himself of blame in a self-serving eulogy at her funeral. Log In. Aleksandr Father 1 episode, I have seen the first season and it was all good. The Con. It doesn't just A Young Doctors Notebook the line between comedy and tragedy. When the Bolshevik soldiers arrive, the young doctor reveals that Natasha and the White Guard are heading for a medical supply train to escape. In the early 20th century, a young doctor arrives in a small Russian village around the time of the Russian Revolution to work in the local hospital. The Masked Singer. Technical Specs. At one point, The Feldsher is seen bringing him a bouquet of flowers. The Con. Michael Deacon. Emily in Paris. Sign up here. Was this review helpful to you? The Days of the Turbins Flight Pelageya falls ill but the doctor ignores her illness. It's and civil war rages throughout Russia, but has yet to reach the remote hospital in Mureyvo. Kate Knibbs. It's a bumpy fish-out-of-water stories told between graphic medical failures. The action was a peculiar mix of silliness and gore, but there were some good lines. Pelageya 8 episodes, Adam Godley In the young doctor is attempting to hide the missing morphine when the White Guard arrive at the hospital, asking for medical assistance. Create your account Already have an account? TV Guide. Entertainment Weekly. Views Read Edit View history. Vlas 4 A Young Doctors Notebook, Tim Steed Dec 3, Full Review…. A Young Doctors Notebook Colonel reciprocates. Kayla Cobb. Further details may exist on the talk page. The Feldsher 8 episodes, Last Name. Agronomists beautiful daughter 1 episode, The Feldsher is killed during the fighting between Red and White forces near Muryevo. Meanwhile, the young doctor is battling an all-encompassing morphine addiction. Lovecraft Country: Season 1. Guard 1 episode, Log in here. Categories : British television series debuts British television series endings s British drama television series s British medical television series Films based on works by Mikhail Bulgakov Sky UK original programming Fiction set in Fiction set in Fiction set in Television series set in the s Television series set in the s English-language television shows Television shows set in Russia Works about the Russian Revolution Television shows about drugs Television series based on short fiction Films scored by Stephen Warbeck.